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Discovery Bay Winter Bird Count
Roger Risley, PTMSC Naturalist

O

n December 16, 2007 community
volunteers participated in
Audubon’s annual winter bird count on
Discovery Bay which has been going on
since 1978. They spent the day scanning the
Bay’s surface with binoculars and honing in
with spotting scopes from multiple vantage
points around the Bay, trying to get an
accurate count of the number of birds on the
Bay that day.
The bird population is of concern,
as reported by Judy D’Amore, PTMSC’s
Education Specialist in her article Sharing
Puget Sound with Marine Birds: “When state
(Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife,
WDFW, and Puget Sound Ambient Monitoring
Program) survey data from 1992-1999 was
compared with MESA (Marine Ecosystem
Analysis Puget Sound Project) data from
1978-79, some compelling results were
seen. Many species, including some formerly
abundant winter species, were showing
significant declines from their levels in the
70’s. All grebes had declined significantly, with
western grebes down 95%, loons down 79%

and scoters down 57%. Other ducks, alcids
and cormorants showed significant declines
as well. Only a few species showed stable
or rising populations. D’Amore continued:
“Evidence is also building that the food sources
marine birds rely on in Washington waters may
be declining or becoming contaminated.”

O

ne team of volunteers comprised of
Bruce Marston, Nancy Israel and
Roger Risley, covered the southern half of the
Bay. Risley comments, “Not since the demise
of the herring that used to spawn in the bay
every spring, have we seen as many foraging
birds assembled here.” Those spawning
events would coincide with and sustain the
northward spring migration of diving birds
in numbers of magnitude larger than the
wintering aggregations counted over the last
several years. Greater scaup would arrive by
the thousands, along with hundreds of scoters,
bufflehead, cormorants, long-tailed ducks,
etc. Since the birds were dining on eggs, the
event also attracted a guild* of dabblers that
included brant and wigeon as well. Since the
early eighties, for reasons not understood, the
herring have not returned to Discovery Bay to
spawn. Long gone are the
thousands of birds and the
windrows of surplus herring
eggs that would line the
beach ripening in the early
April sun.

S

Photo by Doug Kurata

ince that time,
diving ducks have
all declined in numbers
throughout the Puget
Sound/ Georgia Strait Basin,
especially compared with
dabbling ducks. No one
part of the food web is more

important than another, but more attention has
been focused on the status of forage fish and
their nearshore habitats over recent years.

I

n this regard, the 2007 Audubon
Christmas bird count in Discovery
Bay turned up encouraging numbers of fisheating birds and marine mammals, numbers
not seen in recent years. The hundreds of
diving birds and dozens of marine mammals
seen may reflect an abundance of forage fish,
possibly including sardines as reported by
Ross Anderson in the Jefferson County Leader
on November 21, 2007, “A big run of sardines
made an unusual appearance in Discovery
Bay in recent weeks, attracting predators that
included harbor seals, sea lions, a school of
porpoise, birds and a few fishermen.”
(continued next page)
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T

he western grebe formerly flocked
ito our larger and deeper bays in the
thousands every winter. Port Townsend Bay,
Boundary Bay, and Discovery Bay sheltered
large flocks seasonally. In the last twenty or
thirty years these numbers have declined by as
much as ninety per cent. On count day, Bruce,
Nancy and Roger estimated conservatively
two large flocks totaling 412 birds. It was
impossible to tally the birds underwater since
the birds were actively feeding at the time of the
count. A lack of vantage points, atmospheric
conditions, and wind made it impossible to
identify many more birds at a distance from
land. Nonetheless, it had been decades since
this many have been recorded.

gregarious, so twenty red throats and twelve
common loons seemed like a lot.
The distribution of the foraging guild*
was atypical. On this day gull numbers were
actually low and no surface feeding was
observed. This would suggest that the forage
fish were not distributed at or near the surface,
since gulls can only plunge from the surface
to a depth of two feet or so. Pacific loons were
distributed in smaller flocks of a dozen or so
over less than a square mile, rather than in
a single flock as more commonly observed.
This would suggest a wider search prompted
by a lower encounter rate, and a wider or less
clumped distribution of the prey species, again
presumably one or more species of forage fish.

surface) of the prey species as well. The area
surveyed for birds included waters to a depth of
approximately 20 fathoms.
arbor seals, although not officially
counted, iwere generally found
singly or in small groups everywhere the team
surveyed. They were found in the estuary at the
head of the bay as well as in deeper water. The
team’s estimate for the day was 60 – 80 seals.
Five California sea lions were also seen and
a single harbor porpoise, two species seldom
encountered on the annual count day.
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Connie Welch

Please join us on February 9 for the PTMSC’s annual meeting at 4 pm in Fort
Worden’s Bldg 204 located next to the Commons. PTMSC Director, Anne
Murphy, will briefly present an organizational perspective and then turn the floor
over to lifelong Alaskan and author Charles Wohlforth. PTMSC’s 2008 lecture
series is designed to enhance our understanding of two global issues: climate
change and the impacts of plastics in the marine environment. Sponsors
include Sage Foundation and the Washington Department of Ecology.
Wohlforth’s visit is made possible by the National Science Foundation Office of
Polar Programs and ARCUS Arctic Research Consortium of the U.S.

H

Had these birds and mammals all been
sheltering, as after severe weather, at least
some would turn up in odd places. On count
days after stormy nights salt-water species
The common murre, a seabird species
n the winter months an estuary such
(long-tailed duck) have been seen hiding at
that breeds more often on the Oregon coast
ias Discovery Bay would see markedly
Anderson Lake and pelagic species (ancient
than in Washington, has had some poor
higher inputs of fresh water and more mixing
murrelet) near the head of the bay. But all of
reproductive years recently, but was well
of layers to a depth of twenty meters due to
the species recorded on this day were in typical
represented in Discovery Bay. The team
higher winds. This would be especially true for feeding habitats and most were actively diving
counted 62 from the Gardiner boat ramp. They
a body of water running southeast to northwest. for food. The recent weather had been neither
are a pelagic species and orient themselves
This would tend to disperse elements of the
cruel nor unusual for December.
away from shore and over deeper water. Risley
food web rather than clump or stratify them.
suspects that many more were on the Bay, out
Non-fish-eating divers clearly were not
The guild* of diving birds included mostly
of telescope range.
invited to the party. Surf and white wing scoters,
deep diving species, but nearshore divers
that dive for mollusks and crustaceans, were
The Pacific loon, called the Arctic loon
such as the red-throated loon and redfound in uncharacteristically low numbers.
in older field guides, was the most numerous
breasted merganser were also conspicuously
of the three loon species tallied (66). Smaller
Washington Dept. of Fish and Wildlife does
represented. This would suggest a wider
numbers of the red-throated and common loons
not typically survey sardines in inland waters
vertical distribution (excluding the nearwere also found. The latter species are less
so no one knows how many fish were there.
Anecdotal reports from Cape George suggest
* guild: a group of species that are commonly found together during a specific time of year.
that the sardines have not been schooling in
Octopress is a publication of the Port Townsend Marine Science Center, A 501(C) (3) nonprofit educational organization.
the marina since late November. Results of our
Your comments, contributions, and support are greatly welcomed and appreciated. PTMSC is located at Fort Worden State
Park in Port Townsend, Washington on the Olympic Peninsula.
survey and the relative abundance of fish-eating
divers suggest that the sardines or some other
PTMSC
forage fishes may have been present in large
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the bay.
Exhibit are located on the Pier and on the Beach at Fort Worden State Park.
Admin. Staff
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info@ptmsc.org
ext. 104

Annual Meeting February 9 Kicks off 2008 Lecture Series

A

lthough the teams on the Bay that day
ihad reason to celebrate, the slight
upward bump in the numbers and diversity of
birds observed this year comes in the midst of a
continuing downward decline.
Sources:
“Sharing Puget Sound with Marine Birds” – Judy D’Amore,
on PTMSC website
“On the Waterfront: It was a Sardinian Feast” by Ross
Anderson Jefferson County Leader,
November 21, 2007

CLIMATE CHANGE/INTERNATIONAL POLAR YEAR PRESENTATIONS 2008
PTMSC is proud to take part in the International Polar Year (2007-2009), a
global scientific and educational program to focus public attention
on the Arctic and the Antarctic.

On the Northern Front of Climate Change–
What’s Next

Beneath Antarctic Ice

Charles Wohlforth
February 9, 4 PM,
Building 204

Wohlforth has
worked alongside the
Inupiat people of
Alaska’s Arctic, who are
already experiencing
climate change first-hand.
He will discuss the ways
in which their culture
helped them perceive
the changes in advance and enabled them to begin to adapt. He will
describe the struggle Arctic scientists face as they try to make use of the
Inupiat’s insights and examine the ways in which we too might look to our
own roots as we prepare to adapt to climate change and try to reduce its
impact.
Charles Wohlforth is a lifelong Alaskan and author of several books
about the Far North. His 2004 work, The Whale and the Supercomputer,
received the Los Angeles Times Book Prize in Science and Technology
and the Louis J. Battan Author’s Award from the American Meteorological
Society. His current work includes Hidden Waters: Human Nature and
the Fate of the Oceans, to be released in 2009 and an essay in The Last
Polar Bear, to be released in 2008.
A 2004 review in the San Francisco Chronicle said: Wohlforth, a
longtime Alaska resident and writer, approaches them [the topics] in a
wonderfully readable manner, interweaving his journalistic accounts of
native whalers and scientific researchers... Never has the complicated
science of climate change been presented so clearly.

Pema Kitaeff
March 22, 11 AM, Natural History Exhibit
In an illustrated lecture, Pema Kitaeff will share her recent
research experiences diving under more than seven feet of Antarctic
ice. For five weeks in the fall of 2007, she was part of a team
conducting research on nudibranch egg masses and exploring the
subtidal marine communities of the Far North. Pema’s experiences
included encounters with Friendly, a Weddell seal who shared her
diving hole, pycnogonids (sea spiders) which became subjects of the
team’s experiments, brilliantly colored soft corals, and many other
marine organisms.
From 1999 -2001, Pema was an inspired PTMSC Americorps
member and diver who started a PTMSC youth group and taught its
members to dive. She went on to receive an MS degree studying the
relationship between anemones and algae at Western Washington
University and presently works at the University of Washington Friday
Harbor Labs where she is the Dive Safety Officer and Marine Tech.
Pema had always dreamed of diving below the ice and avidly read
about the experiences of Shackleton and Scott, famous Antarctic
explorers. Then, in October 2007, she was asked to replace a UW
Antarctic team member who had been injured and couldn’t dive – and
her dream became reality.
Admission: $5/members; $7/non-members
• See excerpts from Pema’s
blog “Diving Beneath
Antarctic Ice” on page 4.
April lecture
information
on page 4

Admission: Free/ members, $7/non-members.
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From Pema Kitaeff’s Blog
Ocean Acidification: The
Other CO2 Problem

DIVING BENEATH ANTARCTIC ICE

Dr. Richard A. Feely
April 26, 4 PM Bldg 204

Pema Kitaeff, former PTMSC intern and Americorps member, recently returned from a
5-week research diving experience in the Antarctic. Exciting details of her trip can be found at
http://blogandtoad.blog.com/?page=2/

(Lecture Series continued from pg. 3)

Below are several excerpts from Pema’s blog:

Recent studies
have shown that
the increased
concentrations of
CO2 in the oceans
are already causing
significant changes.
Since the beginning
of the industrial era,
they have absorbed
about 85% of the
heat and 30% of the carbon released by
human activities. As a result, oceans
are becoming more acidic, potentially
affecting all shelled creatures from
the tiniest plankton at the base of the
oceanic food web. Dr. Feely will discuss
the present and future implications of
increased CO2 levels on the health of our
ocean ecosystems and related oceanbased economies.
Dr. Richard A. Feely is a Supervisory
Oceanographer at the NOAA Pacific
Marine Environmental Laboratory as
well as Professor at the University of
Washington School of Oceanography. Dr.
Feely first reported his concerns about
ocean acidification twenty years ago but
the issue was not recognized until 2004
when he and a colleague published an
analysis of about 10,000 measurements
of oceanic carbon concentrations taken
from 95 research cruises worldwide.
He was awarded the Department of
Commerce Gold Award in 2006 for his
pioneering research and in 2007 was
elected to be a Fellow of the American
Geophysical Union.
Admission:
$5/members; $7/non-members

Pema describes one dive that started at
100 feet below the ice and slowly moved up to
the surface:
Underwater ice formed stalactite-like
shapes. The bottom covered with anchor
ice looked like a very crowded and complex
ice-garden, almost like a coral reef made out
of ice. Everything - worms, anemones, rocks
- was caked with thin sheets of sparkly ice
and every few minutes, something would float
up towards the surface, buoyed by chunks of
anchor ice. Gorgeous!
In addition to the fascination below the
ice, Pema remarks on the sun - AND the cold:
It’s really interesting how the sun never
gets close to setting here, but travels around
the sky in a very clear elliptical pattern. Of
course we all know that this is what happens
but it’s something else to see it with your own
eyes without the interruption of darkness, and
also to notice how at the far end of the ellipse
- night time - it can be much, much colder. I
woke up at what I imagine was between 3 and
3:30 AM, guessing from the position of the sun
in the far south and lower in the sky. I couldn’t
tell what time it was for sure because my watch
had frozen (apparently at around 7:45 PM).
At first I was very alarmed as I realized I was
awake, but my eyelashes seemed to be frozen
together and my eyes wouldn’t open until I held
my fingers over them for about a minute. All
the parts of the big red coat close to my face
were frosty and white where my breath had
frozen, as were the few pieces of hair sticking
out of my hat, and my feet were so cold I
couldn’t feel them. I got up right away and got
completely dressed and proceeded to walk
briskly around the camp for about 30 minutes
until I felt my temperature come up. I continued
to wiggle my toes just to make sure I could,
and I took a snickers bar out of my pocket for
“fuel” but of course that was frozen solid too
so I really had to gnaw at it to break off pieces.
4

Finally I settled down back in the “galley” and
got a couple of the stoves out to get some
water going for oatmeal and hot drinks.
Above the ice, Pema had a magnificent
view of the mountains and glaciers of
Antarctica:
We got to see some of the most
marvelous views I’ve experienced here yet! It
seemed like we came very close to the foot of
Mt. Erebus and saw its summit smoking away,
and we also got out at one point to look at
and touch the Barnes Glacier. This is a sheer
vertical wall of ice coming off of Ross Island
out into the Sound, I would guess it was about
50’ or 60’ tall, and full of very textured fissures
of varying sizes and shapes which seemed
to glow blue from the inside. It looked very
cathedral-like to me, and I wish I could have
taken a bunch of photos of it, but today I
learned what they mean about batteries
freezing and not being able to hold a charge.
Even though the batteries I put in my camera
were brand new, it wouldn’t stay on for longer
than 2 or 3 seconds at a time.

A Volunteer for All
Seasons
Suzanne Hempstead

You could say that Suzanne Hempstead’s
journey to the Marine Science Center started
with a dinner in Minnesota several years
ago. Needing to contribute to a ‘Northwest
Dinner’ for her dining group, she bought a
Pike Place Market Cookbook. That led to a
visit to the Northwest, which led to Suzanne
and her husband Bill standing in downtown PT
watching orcas passing by Union Wharf. They
were hooked. That, plus a lifelong interest
in museums and years of prior experience
as a volunteer docent, resulted in Suzanne’s
volunteering at the Marine Science Center
soon after their move to Kala Point.
Before moving to PT, Suzanne moved at
least 11 times to all parts of the country as a
result of Bill’s career. During that time, she
raised two children and worked as a dental
and medical assistant. Her prior volunteer

Suzanne’s specialty is working with
younger visitors, and she has often helped

PTMSC. Kim McNett, our fall
intern, walked out onto the
pier, scanning the turbulent
water in search of the orcas,
but was unable to locate them.
Viers continued to
listen to the hydrophone until
the last calls faded out about an
hour later.

Winter Hours

Both exhibits are closed
during January.

2319 Washington Street
Port Townsend WA 98368
Voice 360-385-4194 • Fax 360-385-5860
sos@olympus.net • sosprinting.biz

Suzanne,
who has logged
over 400 volunteer
hours since 2002,
volunteers in
PTMSC exhibits
most Fridays all
year long. Unlike
many docents who specialize in either
the Marine Exhibit or the Natural History
Exhibit, Suzanne is a “PTMSC snowbird”
who migrates from the Marine Exhibit to
the Natural History Exhibit in the fall and
volunteers there until Spring, when she
returns to the fish and sea stars.

with school visits to our exhibits. She’s
impressed with the knowledge and curiosity
of the children, and thinks that the calm
environment of the exhibits brings out the
best in the people who
visit. She welcomes
the opportunity to learn
new things herself and
to help embue children
with an enthusiasm
and respect for the
natural world.
A member of
the Tri-Area
Gardening Club, Suzanne is an avid gardener
and has made a place in her beautifully
landscaped grounds for two ‘fairy gardens’,
complete with tiny buildings. Suzanne also
helps at the auction, where you should look
for her donation of handmade greeting cards.
She’s a veteran fish printer, works on the
PTMSC scrapbook, and can be counted for a
smile and a helping hand on whatever task is
at hand.

Orcas Heard on PTMSC Hydrophone!

Don’t miss Pema’s illustrated talk on
Saturday, March 22, 11 AM in the Natural
History Exhibit at Fort Worden State Park.
(See article on page 3)

Beginning February 1, and through
March 31, the Natural History Exhibit is open Friday,
Saturday & Sunday, Noon - 4 pm.
The Marine Exhibit is open to groups of 12 or
more by appointment.

experience included teaching many classes
at a Minnesota arboretum, working at the
visitors center in Valley Forge National Park,
and dressing the part of a colonial woman
at a living history
museum near
Philadelphia.

October 22nd was a typically windy fall day
at the PTMSC. Scott Viers, sub-contractor
to the Salish Sea hydrophone network, was
checking in on the live Internet stream from
the Port Townsend hydrophone mid-morning.
For the first time since the hydrophone was
installed under the PTMSC pier in October,
2006, he heard the calls of orcas.
Hoping to determine just how close the
orcas were to the hydrophone, he called the

Although the rough water
impaired McNett’s ability to
see the orcas, observers at
Point Wilson and on Whidbey
Island, along with Ken Balcomb of the Center
for Whale Research, confirmed the presence
of orcas from all three southern resident pods
(J,K and L) traveling northwest about two
miles off of Point Wilson around noon.
Scott Viers confirmed that hearing orca
calls on the PTMSC hydrophone was a“first”
for him and called the chain of events “a
great success and good fun”.
5

The Salish Sea Hydrophone Network
is being developed to meet several goals.
The first is to continuously monitor ambient
noise and detect orca presence and absence
in the Salish Sea. A secondary priority is
to raise interest in the marine environment
and awareness about underwater noise by
deploying hydrophones at facilities dedicated
to public education. The final objective
is to design and test novel deployment
methods and technologies. Other nodes of
the Network include the Seattle Aquarium,
Lime Kiln State Park and Orcasound Lab (on
San Juan Island). The network also plans to
develop a node in Neah Bay.
Stay tuned for upcoming developments
in the hydrophone exhibit and ways you can
be involved. In the meantime you can listen
to live streaming of our hydrophone and
recordings of the October 22nd orca calls at
www.orcasound.net.

Hands-on Summer
Science Camps

Save the date!
Docent Trainings
Coming Soon
We are excited to present our docent
training schedule for 2008. There will be two
training sessions for docents in the Natural
History Exhibit on Tuesday, January 29 and
Tuesday, February 5. The first session we’ll
explore the NHE as a whole, including the role
of the docent and how to effectively interpret
some of the exhibit topics. There will also be
a demonstration of the new seismograph and
bird call exhibits. The second session will
focus on our special winter exhibit on plastics
in the marine environment and how to share it
with visitors.
Our Marine Exhibit docent training will
begin on Tuesday, March 4 and continue for
a total of five Tuesday evenings. In addition
to learning some basic Marine Biology, we
will explore new and underused areas of
the marine exhibit. Local guest experts
will share their
knowledge on the
hydrophone, forage
fish, eelgrass, and
marine algae. Our
final session on April
1 will be devoted to
developing effective
interpretative skills
so you can share all of this new knowledge
with exhibit guests. All NHE and ME training
sessions are scheduled for 5:45pm to 8pm.
For more information contact Jean
Walat at 385-5582 x112 or Chrissy McLean at
385-5582 x109.

Spring Bird Migration Cruises

Saturdays, 1 pm – 4 pm
April 12, 19, 26 and May 3
Tickets: $55 per person
($50 for PTMSC, Burke Museum, Audubon
or Washington Ornithological Society members)
Reservations and information:
(360) 385-5582 ext. 104, (800) 566-3932 or cruises@ptmsc.org
Discounts available for children and groups

Libby Palmer and Judy D’Amore Named
2008 Women of Excellence
As an exciting
culmination of our
25th Anniversary
year of celebration,
Libby Palmer and
Judy D’Amore,
co-founders of
the PTMSC, were
honored by the
American Association
of University Women
(AAUW) with the 2008 Women of Excellence
Award at their holiday luncheon in midDecember.
Both of these women have committed
their lives to leading the young people they
touch into a world of science. They’ve been
strong role models for women of all ages and
have been leaders in mentoring and inspiring
an interest in science in both Port Townsend
and beyond. The crown jewel of their
accomplishments, creating the PTMSC,
6

is a gift for not only our
local community, but the
broader Northwest
region.
With passion and
wisdom, an amazing
work ethic and sense of
purpose, they continue to
spur endeavors that inspire
other women to take risks
and follow their bliss.
They’re effective change agents because as
life-long learners they practice a healthy and
earth-friendly life—they “walk their talk.”

What’s New
at the Burke

Peoples of the Plateau: The
Indian Photographs of Lee
Moorhouse, 1898-1915
January 26 – June 8, 2008

In Peoples of the Plateau, historic and
rarely–seen photographs by Lee Moorhouse
document a visual record of Native life in the
Northwest, as it transitioned from frontier life
to the modern era. This photography exhibit
was organized by the National Cowboy and
Western Heritage Museum.

This Place Called Home
January 26 – June 8, 2008

This Place Called Home, an exhibit of
Plateau cultural arts from the same region as
the Moorhouse photos, features the best of the
Burke’s own eastern Washington, Oregon, and
Idaho Native collections, including beadwork,
cradle boards, baskets, blankets, and colorful
moccasins. The exhibit will include in-gallery
artist demonstrations and video interviews with
tribal elders discussing their family heirlooms
and ancestors.

In Bones, Bugs & Bluffs Day Camp,
campers will explore the varied natural
environments from beach and glacial bluff
to forest, pond and meadow. Campers will
put together skeletons of marine mammals,
catch and learn about insects, find out about
earthquakes detected on our seismograph,
investigate the life in a pond, and make
connections between fossil animals and their
descendants alive today. With hikes, crafts,
games, and quiet times in a beautiful setting,
this camp offers fun, hands-on experiential
learning.

all students who are passionate or curious
about science, the marine environment, or
the outdoors to join us for the experience of a
lifetime.
♦ Bones, Bugs & Bluffs Camp
July 7th – July 11th ...................................$190
For ages 8 to 12
♦ Marine Biology Day Camp
July 14th – July 18th ................................$190
For ages 9 to 13
♦ Marine Biology Residential Camp
July 27th to August 2nd .............................$620
For ages 9-13

In Marine Biology Overnight and Day
Camps, campers are immersed in scientific
♦ Adventures in Marine Research
study and creative actives. Activities include
July 27th to August 2nd............................$775
sieving through goopy sediments looking for
For students entering grades 9-12
brittle stars, pulling a seine net though eelgrass
beds to learn where young fish hide and
observing microscopic life that supports all life
in the sea. These activities give campers the
opportunity to learn about individual groups
of marine plants and animals while taking an
ecosystem approach to marine study.
Adventures in Marine Research –
weeklong residential workshop for teens
Students jump into the world of coastal
marine research by spending a week
backpacking on Washington’s outer coast.
They learn about current research projects
designed to asses the health of our marine
environment while exploring tide pools and
watching the marine birds and mammals play
in the nearshore. This small group will work
with marine scientists to participate in several
long term research projects and conduct their
own experiment while in the field. We invite

Libby and Judy join a distinguished list of
other recipients honored with the Women of
Excellence Award since 1996. In fact, our own
Eveleen Muehlethaler, PTMSC Board member,
won the award last year. Congratulations to
these women who shine so brightly on their own
and shed such a positive light on the PTMSC!
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Schedule of Events

JANUARY

(Both Exhibits will be closed the month of January)
16
W
Marine Biology Study Group 6pm ME
22
TU
Geology Study Group 5:15pm NHE

FEBRUARY
9

SA

12
12
20
26

TU
TU
W
TU

Annual Meeting: Speaker Alaskan author Charles
Wohlforth 4pm Bldg 204 (see pg. 3)
Botany Group 6pm ME
Geology Study Group 5:15pm NHE
Marine Biology Study Group 6pm NHE
Geology Study Group 5:15pm NHE

SA
TU
TU
W
SA
TU

Tides of March Benefit Auction Jefferson Co. Fairgrounds 5pm
Botany Group 6pm NHE
Geology Study Group 5:15pm NHE
Marine Biology Study Group 6pm ME
Lecture: Pema Kitaeff 11am, NHE (see pg. 4)
Geology Study Group 5:15pm NHE

MARCH
1
4
11
19
22
25

APRIL
Spring hours at both exhibits:
1
TU
6-11
12
SA
16
W
19
SA
22
TU
26
SA
26
SA

Exhibits open Friday through Sunday: 12 noon to 4pm
Botany Group 6pm NHE
Our Water World in conjunction with Centrum
Spring Bird Migration Cruise 1 – 4pm
Marine Biology Study Group 6pm ME
Spring Bird Migration Cruise 1-4pm
Geology Study Group 5:15pm NHE
Spring Bird Migration Cruise 1-4pm
Lecture: Dr. Richard A. Feely 4pm (Location to be announced)

SA
TU
TU
W
TU

Spring Bird Migration Cruise 1 – 4 pm
Botany Group 6pm NHE
Geology Study Group 5:15pm NHE
Marine Biology Study Group 6pm ME
Geology Study Group 5:15pm NHE

For information about any of these programs, call the PTMSC at
(360) 385-5582 or email info@ptmsc.org
Port Townsend Marine Science Center programs are offered in cooperation with the
Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission.
Donald R. Young, DDS, FAGD
Fellow, Academy of

insure@homersmith.com
www.homersmith.com

General Dentistry

906 Ness’ Corner Road
P.O. Box 268
Port Hadlock, WA 98339

Complete Business & Personal Insurance

dryoung@olypen.com
(360) 385-4373

PTMSC has received a Public
Participation Grant from the Department
of Ecology to conduct a broadly scoped
plastics education program. The grant has
many components including educating youth
and communities on the Olympic Peninsula
as well as all over Puget
g
Sound. We’ll conduct
a Sound-wide
beach samplingg
project,
develop a
traveling
exhibit for
Puget Sound
communities and
nd work with Cinamon
Moffett in her study
tudy of gull diets, trying to
determine if andd how much plastic is being
ingested and fed to chicks on Protection
Island.
This project has many opportunities
for public participation so please visit our
website to learn more or contact Chrissy
McLean at the PTMSC.
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Plastic Pollution
Awareness
Program Launches
in 2008

804 Water Street Port Townsend, WA 98368
360/385-3711 Fax: 360/385-3711 1-800-464-4140
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Thank You

to Our 25th Anniversary Fund
Challenge Donors

Daphne’s Decision
Daphne Kilburn is a person who takes
her volunteerism and her philanthropy very
seriously. She became involved with the
Marine Science Center through the Tides of
March Auction and the Low Tide Fest. She
also connected geologist Brian Atwater to
PTMSC programming. In addition to giving a
lecture, Dr. Atwater took a group of volunteers
to a place in Discovery Bay which showed
evidence of past tsunamis. Daphne was
enthralled.
Daphne wants to make learning about
such things possible for young
people for generations to come,
so she has put the Marine Science
Center in her will. “There is a
lack of education as far as marine
science and conservation [and]
a real hunger in young people
to learn. When you volunteer,
you get such a deep sense of
satisfaction that you have done something
worthwhile with your time and energy. You
should act on that immediately. [Why not]
leave a lasting impact on youth? I have no
children; why not leave it to other children?
Use what we need and leave the rest.”
“The Marine Science Center treasures
every bit of someone’s time, every dollar
that comes in. I really appreciate [PTMSC’s]
management and stewardship of their money
and their volunteers.” That is why Daphne
earmarked a specific amount in her will, so that
PTMSC could continue its work “when I am not
here anymore.” Making out a will is not just the
realm of people over 60 any more.

The PTMSC is making it easier for you
to plan a gift, either as a bequest, or while
you are living. Many PTMSC supporters give
generously each year – and some can give only
a small amount, but few realize what an impact
each one of us can have by making a gift in our
will or estate plan. PTMSC can be named a
direct beneficiary of a stated amount of money,
a particular piece of property, a percentage of
total estate, or be designated for what is left of
your estate after your family and loved ones
receive specified amounts.
Stay tuned for an informational
estate planning seminar in the spring
with professional advisors, and
for the formation of a legacy club
of supporters who are leaving the
PTMSC in their will. Development
Director JoAnne Heron says, “We’re
looking for a meaningful name for this
group of dedicated folks…something
like the ‘Chinook Society,’ because salmon
give so much back to the environment after
they spawn, but we still welcome any and all
suggestions.)
If you decide to name the Port
Townsend Marine Science Center in your
will, please designate us as the “Port
Townsend Marine Science Society” (the
name under which we first incorporated)
dba the “Port Townsend Marine Science
Center.” PTMSC is a 501(c)(3) organization
as determined by the Internal Revenue
Service. Our EIN is: 01-1193699. We
appreciate knowledge of this gift so that
we can thank you.

25th Anniversary Challenge Met!
As this newsletter goes to press, we have achieved our goal of $35,000 for our 25th
Anniversary Challenge. The Challenge was initiated through the $25,000 gift of an anonymous
donor and raised to $35,000 through an additional $10,000 gift. Our recent Annual Fund brought
in over $6,000 and will be used to help support all of the PTMSC’s education programs. The
Anniversary Challenge extends into 2008 with the offer of an additional $25,000 grant from
the same donor. The PTMSC Board and Staff offer sincere appreciation for our members’
participation in reaching this goal!
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Under $249

Thatcher Bailey
Frank & Betty Bellinghausen
Shmuel & Gail El-Ad
Joan & Bill Ewbank
Matthew Falcone
Johanna Goering
Dimitri Kuznetsov
Dana Newmann
Johnny & Patty Odom
A.J. & Jerry Proutt
Shirley Rudolph
Kitty Reed & Gerald Thorsen
Louise Walczak

$250 & Above

Paul & Joyce Anderson
Karen & Tony DeLorenzo
Burt Howells
Chelcie & Kathy Liu
Don & Barbara Marseille
Mike Cornforth & Linda Martin
Jan North
Jim & Helen Oakland
Kitty Reed & Gerald Thorsen
Sue & Carl Sidle
Alex & Elena Spear
Michael & Letitia Thompson
Renate & Joseph Wheeler
Jo & George Yount

Seth Bender Memorial
Scholarship Fund
PTMSC’s hands-on Marine Science and
Natural History camps provide educational
opportunities for boys and girls ages 8-18.
This scholarship fund, established in memory
of Seth Bender, provides tuition assistance for
low-income families. We sincerely thank the
following for their recent contributions:
• Sarah Patterson
• Sheila Bender
• Martha Plotkin
Contributions to the scholarship fund are
always accepted and can be sent to:
Seth Bender Memorial Scholarship Fund
Port Townsend Marine Science Center
532 Battery Way, Port Townsend, WA 98368

New and Renewing Members
Individuals

John Austin
Patt Ayers
Bud Babcock
Carol Baker
Sara Beatty
Amy Brandon
Ruth Cabler
Douglas Campbell
William Clark
Kathy Coldiron
Lisa Cooley
Matthew Falcone
Albert Foster
Betty Johnson
Mark Magill
Barbara & Roth Mason
Chrissy McLean
Mary Omberg
Margaret Orth
Dixie Romadka
Norma Saindon
Tom & Judith Smith
M. Jean Stanks
Greg Stenhoff
Karen Sturnick
Judith Toledano

Families
Joseph Bednarik & Liesl Slabaugh
Mearl & Connie Bergeson
Robert Brooke
Katherine Buchanan
Barbara Caron & Charles Paul
Terry Church and Jennifer Rietzke
Van Church
Barbara Rae Clark
William & Marlene Davies
Jeannie Dirksen
Sharon Draper
Louise & Adian Dronkert
Donald and Lynne Folsom
Mike & Marnie Forseth
Marilyn & Andy Friedrich
Jeff & Martine Gibbons
Nancy & Mark Grant
Virginia Gumm
Lisa Heinkel & Nikole Blue
Lisa & Chris Herzberger
Gloria Hill & Merrill Coulson
Darryl & Lynn Hrenko
David & Gail Jenkins
Mike Kaill
Jen & Erik Kingfisher
J.R. Kint
Sandra Kurtz

Dimitri Kuznetsov
Paula & Greg Lalish
Wesley Ludemann
Nelson and Bonnie Ludlow
Stephanie Mascis
David & Julie McCulloch
Shirley McRae & Bill Woolf
Cliff Meyer
Sue Milliken & Kelly Dodson
Nancy Naslund & John Piatt
Lucia & Paul Norris
Elizabeth O’Malley-White
Thomas & Francie Opstad
Valerie and Ron Parker
Betsy Pendergast
Christine & John Peterson
John & Mary Lou Power
JoAnne Racki
Richard & Geralynn Rackowski
Kath & Dan Raymond
Jeanette & Howard Richoux
Pat Roach
Laura Rosenberg
Jim & Pat Ryan
David Rymph & Linda Little
David and Barbara Sachi
Cheri & Al Scalf
Phil Schenck
Keith Schwyhart & Betty Bruce
Robert & Donna Snow
Judy & Ken Stahl
Robert Steele & Mary Swift
Roger Steinfort & Kathleen Ohlson
Norm & Wendy Stevens
Lew & Marta Stock
Mark & Marianne Stratton
John Swaner
Linda Therou
Francesco Tortorici and Joan Cole
Lois Twelves
Sandra Vanvig & Bruce Stowe
Warren Walvatne
David & Anita Weakley
Fred & Ann Weinmann
Renate & Joseph Wheeler
Sol & Marsha Wiener
Katherine Williams
Philip & Vera Williams
Debbie and Dale Wills

Patrons

Paul & Joyce Anderson
Julia Cordz
Evan & Florence Evanoff
Helen & Paul Frenzen
Laurette & Jerry Gilbert
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Paula & Victor Gray
Henderson, Alan
JoAnne Heron
Steve and Leigh Kennel
Jane & Doug Kurata
Douglas and Nancy Leeds
Naomi Marcus
Glenn Marquardt
Mardy Nelson & Tom Harrold
Linda Newberry
Ted & Erica Springstead
Bob & Janet Stevenson
Jim & Mary Sundeen
Val & Leslie Veirs

Friends

Wendy Bietz Unzelman
Barbara Cochran
Suzanne Cunliffe
Jan Davis & Kaci Cronkhite
Mark Jochems
Brian & Kathy Linnell
Ev Muehlethaler & Karmen Meier
Robin & Gabe Ornelas
Mary Rizzardi
Hugh Shipman

Sustaining

Rodie & Al Abrams
Dinese Christopher
William & Barbara Collins
Woody Dennis
Susan Deshazer
Nancy Fowler
Kay & David Goetz
Jerry Higgins
Jeff Jones
Joe & Cinda Langjahr
Peg Lewis
E.W. Littlefield
Chelcie & Kathy Liu
Dixie & Dave Llewellin
Clara & Jim Mason
Bill & Marty Miller
J.A. North
Camille Speck
Jenifer Taylor
Harry & Cindy Thayer
Kitty Reed & Gerald Thorsen
Jeannette Woodruff
Hsushi Yeh

Octopress Sponsors

David Chuljian
Eric Frederickson, Fredrickson Electric

Thanks fo Our Annual Appeal Donors
Under $100

Kate Barrett
Carol Bernthal
John Bodger & Selden McKee
Betty Carlson & Erik Wennstrom
Lloyd & Marty Chase
Grace & Jerry Chawes
Adam Chohrach
Loren Clark
Ardith Cole
Jana & Reto Filli
Monica Fletcher
Marilyn Friedrich
Diane Golden
Carol Hasse, PT Sails, Inc.
Steven & Carol Hurley
Denis & Susan Langlois
Nels Lindh
Carolyn MacKay
Chris & Pate MacLachlan
Len & Emily Mandelbaum
Naomi Marcus
Allen & Betty Anne McCall
Rebekah & Todd McGuire
Kathleen Muir & Jack Manning
Robin & Gabe Ornalas
Linda Pfafman
Jim Posey
John & Mary Lou Power
Jan & Bob Quick
Sharon & John Reseck
Dana Roberts & Carol Anne Modena
Catharine Robinson
Henry & Marjorie Rogers
Jonathan & Leanne Ryweck
Mark Scott, Sage Projections
Sue Skubinna

Tom & Judith Smith
Wendell Sout & Clara Klug
Laura Tucker
Elen Wahl
Charley Waters
Vicki Young

$100 - $249

Me’l Christensen & Seth Rolland
Carolyn & Chris Eagan
Margo & Ron Garton
Rachel Gaspers
Mary Jane Gossmann
Frank Handler
Jeffrey Hummel
Gordon & Lois James
David & Gail Karges
Lynn & Keith Kessler
David & Alice King
Peter & Helen Lauritzen
Gary Pascoe
Doug & Jamie Reudink
Joseph Ryan
Josh Stranahan
Joan Thomas
Tonina Family
Jeannette & David Woodruff

$250 & Above

Paul Becker & Lisa Crosby
Mirriel Bedell
Patricia Farmer
Janet Dallett & David Mathieson
Nelson and Bonnie Ludlow
Ev Muehlethaler & Karmen Meier
Jim Prince & Mardee Stadshaug
Connie Welch

Contribution in memory of Bill Gossman from Liz Reutlinger
Contribution in honor of Mary Ann Schaffer and her
volunteer contributions to the Center’s library from Kay Beisse

Many Thanks Go To:
• Kathy & Chelcie Liu for donating
books, test tubes and petrie dishes

• Dr. Douwe Riestra for donating a
microscope to the ME

• Barbara Lloyd for donating the
Nature of Earth: An Introduction to
Geology to our lending library

• David & Alice King for donating an
office chair to the ME

• Gordon James for donating a flat
screen monitor and speakers to the
gift shop

• Mary Ann Schaffer for donating
bookends to our library

Winter Wanderlust
Adventure Slide Show Series

7:30 p.m. Wednesdays in Jan. & Feb.
Wheeler Theater at Fort Worden
- - - Admission by Donation - - -
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YES, I WANT TO BE A MEMBER!

You can support the mission of the
Port Townsend Marine Science Center—
to promote a greater understanding of the
marine sciences—by becoming a member
or by renewing your membership.
YES, I WANT TO BE A MEMBER!
Check if this is a:

New Membership or

Renewal

Name___________________________ Phone________________ e-mail__________________
Address______________________ City____________________ State______ Zip__________
$15 Student
$25 Individual
$35 Family
$50 Patron

$75 Friend
$100 Sustaining
$125 Business/Professional
$250 Octopress Sponsor

$500 Benefactor
$1000 Sponsor

Family

All of the above plus unlimited free admission to the Marine Science
Exhibit and Natural History Exhibit for your family
Tuition discounts for the PTMSC Hands-On Summer Science Camps
All of the above plus 2 free admission tickets for friends

Friend

All of the above plus 6 free admission tickets for friends and/or
associates

Credit Card # Exp. Date

Sustaining

All of the above plus 10 free admission tickets for friends and/or
associates

Business/Professional

All of the above plus a link from our Web site to yours

✁

Please mail this form to: PTMSC, 532 Battery Way, Port Townsend, WA 98368

Unlimited free admission to the Marine Science Exhibit and Natural
History Exhibit
PTMSC Octopress newsletter
10% discount on all regular priced merchandise at our Gift Shop
Discount admission to all PTMSC events: Protection Island Cruises,
Speaker Series, etc.
Reciprocal member privileges at the Burke Museum
PTMSC bookmark
Monthly e-mail notification of upcoming events
Recognition in the Octopress newsletter
Unlimited use of the PTMSC library
Advance notice of programs & events

Patron

I’m paying by:
Check
Credit Card:
Visa
MasterCard
_________________________________ __________________________________
Name as it appears on the credit card

Student & Individual

Octopress Sponsor

All of the above plus a business card ad in the Octopress newsletter

Benefactor & Sponsor

All of the above and recognition in the Annual Report

